Strava Award for Best Effort

Nominees are:
• Wayne Turnbull for giving the weather report before each ride.
• Nick Stokes for documenting his walks with Obi.
• Rod Tullock for documenting his rides with photos so people
know he actually rode and didn’t catch the train.
• Mark Brooks for setting a target of 20K for the year.
The award goes to Mark Brooks even though he did not achieve his
goal of 20K for the year his effort, verified by Strava, was a total
distance of 16,500K which took him 715 hours with and elevation gain
of 109,000M over 287 rides. That is an average of around 60K and
380M elevation gain per ride. No wonder he is always crook.

Santa Award for Always Giving

Goes to Craig Scott for his generosity distributing presents from
Alibaba. Craig almost always turns up at the post ride coffee loaded
with goodies that he got from one his latest shopping sprees on
Alibaba. He has generally decided he does not want some of the
stuff. Rather than send it back he hands them out down the beach,
always declining to take anything for them.

Award for Most Entrepreneurial

Goes to John Thorne for his entrepreneurial effort establishing the
Team Marshall Valet Service for opening car doors (permanently).

The King of the Mountain Award

Nominees are:
•
•
•
•
•

Col Kneale
Col Contessa
Cliff Lewis
Mark Brooks
Nick Stokes

The award goes to Col Contessa for his ability to always be one of the
first up Col du Whale no matter where he is in the bunch at the
bottom.

The Evil Knevil Award

Nominees are:
• Wayne Turnbull for being chased by a car around the Greenhills
Roundabout and loosing,
• Cliff Lewis for his ability to always squeak through at any
roundabout ahead of oncoming trucks leaving the rest of the
Bunch shaking their heads in disbelief at his death defying stunts
as they wait patiently at the roundabout for the trucks to go
thundering past. The Bunch then have to chase after Cliff as he
waits for no one.
The award goes to Cliff Lewis

Miss Congeniality Award

Goes to Lyndall Lewis, for always putting on a smile even when Cliff
talks her into doing the Como ride telling her there are not many
hills. Lyndall makes everyone feel welcome at coffee and always has
nice things to say no matter how unkind everyone else is.

Best Come from Behind Award

Goes to Col Kneale for his ability to sit unseen and unheard on the
back of the bunch for most of the ride only to show everyone his
backside 100 metres from the Greenhills Roundabout on the Strava
segment “Where Shit gets Crazy”

Award for most Appreciation of the View

Goes to Paul McCarthy for taking out a walker while admiring the view
from the Greenhills bike path.

Most Innovative Award

Nominees are:
• Cliff Lewis for stopping his seat from sliding down by inserting a
broom handle in his seat post.
• Ian Russell for his invention of the integrated (all in one) dog
collar and lead.

The award goes to Ian Russell for the integrated dog lead.

The Best 24/7 Retrieval Service Award

The award goes to Soula for nearly always being near her phone so
she can retrieve Greg from his many mishaps, from flat tyres to
needing to be on hand while the Ambos pack Greg off to hospital after
landing in the back of parked utes.
Always there when needed even when being woken from an early
morning deep sleep when Greg calls.

